Printed Circuit I-F Amplifier

The first ready-to-use, prealigned i-f amplifier, complete with electron tubes and printed circuit components (right). It saves design and production time, and eliminates costly alignment operations.

(Below) Bottom view of the new i-f amplifier showing the printed circuit connections. The unit employs printed circuit i-f transformers, coils, and traps, three 6BC6 tubes, and a crystal diode mounted on a plastic panel measuring less than 9" long by less than 2" wide.
NEW "M" TYPE TORORDS Maximum Q Minimum Size

U.S. Portable 1004 Transforms have been the standard of the industry for over 15 years. The MQA lines of coils provide the highest Q known in their class for years before, and are produced according to American Standards Association specifications. The MQA series is available in 12, 14, and 16 turns. The MQA-13 change in size is No. 13 turns. The MQA-1 change is No. 1 turn. The MQA-13 changes in size is No. 13 turns. DC is positive through the coil and the series design is automatically controlled at 1004 standard engineering tolerances.

Inductance values are extremely low in the high-Q magnetic structure, with standing waves around 50-60% of the input and output. The second order of 1004 precision shielding can be altered at any time to any preferred level. The second order of 1004 precision shielding can be altered at any time to any preferred level.

Other values are indicated above. Contact us at the price of the coil toroid value.

Typical Q Curves

TYPICAL Q CURVES

MQA TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Inductance</th>
<th>DC Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MQA-1</td>
<td>7 mhy.</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-2</td>
<td>12 mhy.</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-3</td>
<td>20 mhy.</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-4</td>
<td>30 mhy.</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-5</td>
<td>10 mhy.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-6</td>
<td>50 mhy.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-7</td>
<td>70 mhy.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-8</td>
<td>22 mhy.</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-9</td>
<td>72 mhy.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-10</td>
<td>30 mhy.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-11</td>
<td>50 mhy.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-12</td>
<td>25 mhy.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-13</td>
<td>15 mhy.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-14</td>
<td>10 mhy.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-15</td>
<td>4 mhy.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA-16</td>
<td>2 mhy.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MQB TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Inductance</th>
<th>DC Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MQB-1</td>
<td>10 mhy.</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-2</td>
<td>30 mhy.</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-3</td>
<td>70 mhy.</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-4</td>
<td>120 mhy.</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-5</td>
<td>1 mhy.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-6</td>
<td>5 mhy.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-7</td>
<td>10 mhy.</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-8</td>
<td>15 mhy.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-9</td>
<td>20 mhy.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-10</td>
<td>60 mhy.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-11</td>
<td>100 mhy.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQB-12</td>
<td>150 mhy.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MQE TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Inductance</th>
<th>DC Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MQE-1</td>
<td>7 mhy.</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-2</td>
<td>12 mhy.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-3</td>
<td>20 mhy.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-4</td>
<td>30 mhy.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-5</td>
<td>50 mhy.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-6</td>
<td>70 mhy.</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-7</td>
<td>100 mhy.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-8</td>
<td>150 mhy.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-9</td>
<td>200 mhy.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-10</td>
<td>600 mhy.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-11</td>
<td>1000 mhy.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-12</td>
<td>1500 mhy.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-13</td>
<td>2000 mhy.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-14</td>
<td>2500 mhy.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQE-15</td>
<td>3000 mhy.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CASE

MQA CASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Unit Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/2 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MQB CASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Unit Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/4 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MQE CASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Unit Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>4 1/2 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This value of D.C. (M) will drop the coil inductance 5%. Values of D.C. below this will show proportionally (linear) less inductance drop. For example, MQA-1 will drop 4% in 1 with 20 MA.
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WHY DOES G-V
Produce More Miniature
Thermal Time Delay Relays

Than All Other Manufacturers Combined?

Because G-V RELAYS have been...

Adopted as a production component by scores of principal producers of electronic equipment.
Delivered for use on over 150 Government contracts.
In successful field use for two years.

G-V ENGINEERING OFFERS A NEW APPROACH TO THERMAL RELAY DESIGN

- Stainless steel mechanism welded into a single integral structure and supported at both ends for unequalled resistance to vibration and shock
- Heater built inside expanding member for maximum efficiency and protection
- Rolling contact action for positive operation
- Easy adjustability where desired
- Precise operation never before available in thermal relays
- Time ranges: 3 seconds to 5 minutes
- Hermetically sealed in metal shell
- Heater voltages up to 230 volts
- Fully temperature compensated
- Suitable for military and industrial use
- Unequalled for ruggedness and precision

Only G-V offers complete technical data and helpful engineering cooperation on THERMAL TIME DELAY RELAYS.

Rapidly expanding production facilities assure prompt deliveries.
Write for bulletin and help with your particular problems.

G-V CONTROLS INC. 18 Hollywood Plaza East Orange, New Jersey
QUALITY TOROIDAL COILS

BY SICKLES

- High volume winding of toroidal coils to close inductance, balance, and "Q" tolerances.
- Design and assembly of precision wave filters or communication networks.
- Quality manufacture of pulse transformers.
- Magnetic memory units.
- Design and production of magnetic components.

This manufacturer of coils must be founded upon a sound engineering base and precise engineering controls in order to maintain production. For 30 years Sickle's has specialized in the design and manufacture of coils and coil assemblies. Now Sickles' vast experience and special skills are being applied to the techniques of coil assemblies which require carefully wound constructions.

To your problems Sickles brings unexcelled engineering and production techniques, extensive fabrication facilities, unusually complete instrumentation and test equipment, unique and high technical abilities.

More than a quarter of a million toroidal wound transformers by Sickles are already in service.

Write today to:
F. W. Sickles, Dept. 78
P. O. Box 330, Chicopee, Mass.

F.W. SICKLES
DIVISION OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
CHICOPPEE, MASSACHUSETTS
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INDUCTANCE

CIRCLE ED-3 ON READER-SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFORMATION
Two articles which certainly are "must reading" for engineers, engineering executives, and personnel people who hire engineers have recently come to our attention. Both deal with problems perennially interesting to engineers and are especially important in these days of "engineer shortage".

"What Scientists Look for in Their Jobs" by Theresa R. Shapiro is the title of one of these articles and it appears in the June 1953 issue of the Scientific Monthly. It is one of a group of studies conducted for the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics as part of its continuing program of studies of scientific personnel. Although the study is based on interviews with 407 men physicists, biologists, and chemists all of whom held doctorates, the findings might very well apply to engineers. Among the questions asked of the group were why they voluntarily left a job, why they selected a particular job offer in preference to another, and why they preferred to remain on a particular job despite opportunities existing elsewhere. In answering these, the most important considerations governing the decision made were the interest of the work, the earnings and opportunities for advancement, and the working conditions on the job. The men were most interested in attacking a challenging research problem, preferably in their own specialty, and in making a contribution to knowledge or to humanity.

The other article appears in the Newsletter of the IRE Professional Group on Engineering Management (No. 4, June 15, 1953), and is titled "Engineers and Education: A Pattern and Prognosis", by Ellis P. King. In trying to evaluate the attributes of an engineering education, it was decided to survey the work habits, educational background, and technical needs of some of the successful engineers in industry.

The results of the survey were quite revealing. Among other things it turns out that 53% of these men have B. S. degrees, 18% have Ph.D.'s, 9% have M. S. degrees, and 29% have no formal degrees. To keep abreast of current technical developments the men took extension or college level work (3% on a time basis), read current technical literature (11% on a time basis), attended technical sessions (7% on a time basis), and the remaining 79% was listed as "other" (which included such activities as in-office activity, conferences, consultation, company seminars, etc.). The most important outside activity listed as having played an important role in the individual's achievements was membership or active participation in a professional society (76% reported this as the most important).

Many other interesting data about scientists and engineers are presented in these two articles. They are very worth while reading. The more we learn about the men who make up the electronic industries, the faster and healthier will these industries grow.
Engineering Review...

Tube Techniques Conference . . . Papers are being solicited by the Sub Panel on Tube Techniques of the Committee on Electronics (an agency of the Department of Defense) for presentation at the first National Conference on Tube Techniques to be held October 13, 14, and 15, 1953 in the auditorium of the Western Union Telegraph Company in New York City. Electron tube making techniques, processing, and materials are the general fields that will be covered, and in particular, papers on cathodes, phosphors, vacuum techniques, glass-to-metal seals, insulation, ceramic field, welding, brazing, chemical cleaning and processing, getters, new tube designs resulting from new techniques, etc. are desired.

Material to be presented can be of a fundamental or applied nature, and all subject matter should be unclassified. All papers and abstracts can be sent to Dr. Harold Jacobs, Thermionics Branch, Evans Signal Laboratory, Belmar, N. J. Titles to be presented should be sent in as soon as possible, and abstracts by September 15, 1953, so that they may be made available for distribution at the conference. It is planned to publish a proceedings of the conference.

Wire-Wrapping Tool . . . A wire-wrapping tool, jointly developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric Co., produces without the use of solder, a gas-tight joint between terminal lug and the connecting wire in the assembly of electrical, telecommunication, and electromechanical equipments. It is a hand held gun, air or electrically operated, that has a rotating spindle with an axial opening that receives the wire terminal and a smaller axial opening into which the skinned end of the connecting wire is inserted. The gun rotates its spindle, which shoots the wire around the terminal in a tight helix, making a firm mechanical metal-to-metal joint.

Rectangular terminals, having sharp edges are wrapped with about six turns of wire of the application of heat. Contact pressure in the finished connection is at least 15,000 psi which produces an indentation at each of the four terminal corners that requires a 10 lb force to strip. Although Western Electric Company does not plan on producing the tool, it will be made commercially available to radio, TV, communications, and other electronic manufacturing companies through licensed manufacturers.

ADRAD . . . A machine for converting voltage data into numerical form used by automatic digital computers handles 50 variables with an accuracy of one part in a thousand and saves thousands of man-hours of computing. Known as “ADRAD” (Automatic Digital Recorder for Analog Data), it was developed by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (30 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.). It records numbers in typewritten form for easy reference, at the same time preparing a punched tape for use in automatic computing, and the data can be transmitted over a Teletype system to distant computers.

Circuit Checkers . . . High speed, reliable, automatic circuit checkers that are used to detect wiring discrepancies and reduce test time to a minimum have been developed by Federal Telephone and Radio Corp. of Clifton, N. J. A typical unit can be used to thoroughly check 44 complex circuits in less than three minutes and comparatively unskilled personnel doing the job. The tester automatically checks circuits for transposition, continuity, ground, and proper value of resistance. In ease of trouble, it clearly indicates the location of the fault.

Standard circuit checkers can automatically test up to 100 circuits, and facilities for larger numbers can be provided.

The testers can be simply adapted to check many types of equipment such as signal installations, telephone switchboards, communications receivers, transmitters, radio and TV chassises, and cable forms and harnesses. Used with an electronic bridge, the test can check the resistance of all components wired in various circuits.

Electronic Totalizing Scale . . . High speed scale readings are relayed automatically to business machines or “IBM” units by the Type ETS-7 Electronic Totalizing Scale (Industrial Electronic Engineers, 3973 Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.). The device controls conveyor, monorail, or hopper delivery across scales, and records weights readings as fast as one unit per second. Weights are itemized, subtotaled and totaled as desired and printed automatically on tape or business forms. Information also can be stored, subtracted, multiplied, or extended in any manner to perform a wide range of functions.

Commercial Calculator . . . The IBM Magnetic Drum Calculator recently announced by International Business Machines (590 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.) combines one of the memory devices and the stored program concept of the company’s large “701” machine with the high speed reading capacity in conventional punched card equipment to provide a powerful commercial and engineering data processing machine. In addition to its accounting and computing applications, this commercial electronic decimal calculator will also serve to familiarize business and industry with the stored program principles fundamental to electronic data processing equipment.

A numeric decimal machine, it has up to 20,000 memory positions and can accept as many as 2000 individual operating instructions to facilitate commercial and scientific computations. It consists of a magnetic drum unit with electronic calculating components, an input and output unit, and a converter, and occupies approximately the same area as two ordinary office desks and a filing cabinet. All the calculator’s arithmetic operations are controlled through a program which may be entered either automatically from punched cards or manually from the operator’s console and stored in the form of magnetized spots on a 12” x 4” diam drum rotating at 13,000rpm. The arithmetic unit operates at electronic speeds and has an input rate of 200 punched cards/min and a separate output of 100 cards/min.

“Dacron” Insulation . . . High degradation by heat, low moisture pickup, resistance to chemicals, and great stretch resistance and strength are characteristics that make “Dacron” polyester fiber (manufactured by E. I. Du Pont Co., Wilmington, Del.) an excellent possibility for many types of electrical insulation. It is now undergoing wide commercial evaluation as a cover for dry transformer conductors. It can be made tougher than asbestos and is easy to apply as an insulating cover. In the manufacturing process, “Dacron” yarn is being twisted for insulating purposes by such firms as Cheney Bros., of New York, and sold by them to such wire manufacturers as Kinneecott Cable Co., and Phelps Dodge Corp. “Orlon” acrylic fiber, another textile product, also is being used as an insulating material. In 75, 100, and 150-denier weights it is being used mainly as an insulation for magnet wire. It winds more readily than some other materials, and it resists weathering and outdoor exposure to acid gases in the air.

Information Please . . . Readers desiring further information on the items reviewed in this department should send their requests directly to the organization involved. Mention of the subject and the issue of Electronic Design in which the item appeared will help obtain a speedy response.
Electron Tube Ratings and the Equipment Designer

A. L. Wilson
Product Development Laboratories,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Kew Gardens, N. Y.

In the field of electronic equipment the electron tube necessarily has a major role. Its successful operation in fulfilling this role is determined largely by the thoroughness of the work done by the equipment designer and the tube manufacturer.

The manufacturer has his major requirements spelled out for him in the form of an inspection specification which lists in detail all the tests the tubes must pass. How well he does his job is very directly affected by the activity of the production and quality control departments in the plant. For government use the tubes are also required to pass the inspection of an inspector attached to one of the military services.

In recent years the tube manufacturers have developed tubes for more reliable operation as the services and more complex equipment demanded. Numerous surveys and customer contacts have pointed out as never before that failure to attain the required reliability has too often been the result of misuse of tubes because of the lack of understanding of tube specifications and ratings on the part of the circuit designer. This kind of information is not usually offered to the student designer in the present-day university curriculum. Instead, he must often learn it in the field of bitter experience, and early misconceptions of tube usage are often not corrected. When applied in equipment design demanding high reliability, the results are unsatisfactory.

The most complete information on tubes available to the circuit designer is to be found in the recent brochures and manuals now being published for reliable type tubes. These contain limits which are used in the tubes acceptance specification for all characteristics tested by the manufacturer, plus curves and application recommendations on circuits and environmental conditions. The manufacturer's recommendations on such things as operating limits, mounting methods for best temperature conditions, and a discussion of individual tube characteristics are contained therein. The designer will find these useful in familiarizing himself in a general way with that particular line of tubes. It is imperative that he follow these recommendations to the fullest extent possible to attain dependable circuit operation.

For most tube types, however, the best information at hand the designer can use is contained in the JAN or MIL-E-1B specification. It is recognized that these specifications do not ordinarily contain as much information as the designer would like. However, the MIL-E-1B specification is an acceptance specification for the tube manufacturer. When used by the circuit designer in conjunction with the Basic MIL-E-1B, which defines the tests made and mechanical requirements, plus whatever drawings may apply, he can acquire an appreciation for the limitations of a type.

Possibly the most prevalent misuse of tubes is the violation of maximum ratings. In most other fields of engineering the designer reduces the possibility of failure by using safety factors with as much success as the collapse of a bridge becomes a news item of national interest. The electronic designer, on the other hand, often exceeds the tube maximum ratings with little consideration for the tube's ability to withstand such treatment for a period of time. Electron tube manufacturers in the MIL-E-1B specifications for more recent reliable type tubes have felt it necessary to insert a note of warning against exceeding maximum tube ratings.

JAN or MIL-E-1B specifications carry at the top of the sheet a row of absolute maximum ratings. These include such ratings as the voltages, current drains, dissipation levels, and operating temperature intended as limiting values. They are not necessarily test conditions for the manufacturer but are included specifically for the use of the circuit designer. They are recommended guides, based on the manufacturer's experience and data, for values which should not be exceeded if satisfactory performance is expected. The designer should know that it is then his responsibility to set the operating conditions of his circuit at a point below these values such that variations from tube to tube and condition fluctuations such as line voltage and load variations will not result in operation of any tube in that circuit beyond these values. All maximum ratings are not necessarily attainable simultaneously. In fact, it is seldom, if a number of different types are examined, that such will be the case.

The probable length of time of satisfactory operation of a tube if these ratings are exceeded is dependent on the degree to which they are surpassed. Individual tubes operated at some point beyond the absolute maximum may give satisfactory performance for a period that will be sufficient in certain relatively short lived applications and not have satisfactory life under the same conditions in an application requiring long life. The amount by which any of the maximum ratings are exceeded, if the designer insists, should be the result of his judgment in relation to the life requirement. He should recognize that surpassing certain ratings will mean an accelerated but steady reduction in tube performance while others, such as control-grid voltage or heater-to-cathode voltage, will mean sudden tube and circuit failures. The information on reduction in life when ratings are exceeded may not be readily available on a specific type, and the manufacturer is usually adamant in his recommendation against it. At or below these rating points, deterioration still exists, but in a degree not so serious to most classes of tube users. However, those tube users having complex or unusual tube usages may find it highly desirable to apply an additional safety factor and keep well below the absolute maximum ratings. It is generally wiser for the designer to err on the conservative side, if in doubt.

The designer should definitely be aware that no two tubes of a given type are alike. Like characteristics of all other manufactured articles, a specific tube characteristic such as plate current varies from tube to tube. The specification shows the limits within which...
Each tube characteristic must lie, and the circuit should be designed so that tubes at the upper and lower limits of the important characteristics will operate satisfactorily. There have been cases where circuits have been developed with a few random tubes of a given type. At a later date serious difficulties arose in production when the circuit was not producing sufficient output in many equipment's. It was then learned that the design was not capable of satisfactory performance with near limit tubes which were encountered in large shipments. It should be pointed out, in addition, that the characteristics on the specification are the only ones the manufacturer controls. The designer should attempt to make his circuit insensitive to variations in other characteristics which are not in the specification and not checked in production.

For a large quantity of tubes each characteristic has a typical distribution which will usually be normally distributed, or bell shaped. (A few are J-shaped, where the values tend to crowd around some limiting point such as zero.) If the manufacturing tolerances and processes are well controlled, the distribution centers around the rated value for that characteristic.

For example, the MIL-E-1B specification may give the minimum Sm value as 6000μhos and the maximum at 8000. The center value in this case would be assumed at 7000μhos. Any tube can have a value for Sm which will fall between these values, but if a large group of tubes were tested it would be found that the majority had Sm values close to 7000. The number of times higher and lower values were found would be reduced as the limits 6000 and 8000 were approached.

These distributions indicate the possibility that some small percentage of the tubes will have Sm values which will fall below and above these limits since the curve does not cut off at these points. This is actually the case, and the MIL-E-1B specification gives an indication of the percentage of tubes which may lie in these outside specification regions by the presence of asterisks, other symbols, or the lack thereof in front of the characteristics.

A discussion of the statistical sampling plans and acceptable quality levels the production lots must meet is a field in itself and not pertinent to the subject of this article. Let it suffice to state that certain characteristics are read on every tube while others, because of their secondary nature, economic factors, or the destructive nature of the test, are checked on a sample from the lot. For those who may be interested, these plans and the acceptable quality levels can be found by reference to the basic section of MIL-E-1B and the Inspection Instructions for Electron Tubes.

It is, of course, impossible for the tube specification writer to specify test conditions which will be the same as the many operating conditions the tube will encounter in all applications. Each tube is intended to satisfy some general requirement such as an audio amplifier, oscillator, or power output tube. The testing conditions are therefore set at an operating point which is representative of these requirements and so approximates the majority of the operating conditions. The limits on the specification can be used by the designer as indications of probable characteristic spreads he will encounter at this somewhat modified conditions for large group of tubes. Since the application conditions may vary considerably from the manufacturer's testing conditions, he cannot give assurance of the same spreads, as defined by his characteristic limits, at the application condition. It behooves the designer to investigate the ability of limit tubes to meet his conditions satisfactorily before the design is final.

Present trends in circuit design have increased the designer's problems by imposing more severe environmental conditions. To a greater extent than heretofore, he is required to meet higher standards of dependability at higher temperatures and more severe mechanical conditions. It means that tubes as well as other components must be designed for dependable operation to meet these conditions, and much effort has been expended in that direction.

The designer should know the environment by measurements. He can then often reduce the effect of the environment imposed. In the mechanical field his chassis and component mountings should be such as to reduce the g-levels of vibration and shock. The frequency of vibration and its high amplitude harmonics should be checked and adjusted, if possible, so that the resonant frequencies of the tube structures are avoided. He should be familiar with the information available on the tube's ability to withstand steady state stresses.

Again the performance of a particular tube type under certain conditions may be indicated by the MIL-E-1B conditions for vibration, fatigue, resonant frequency, and shock tests specified.

Vibration noise output is usually tested at a fixed frequency, amplitude, and electrical conditions. This test is run only long enough to read the noise level and is not a fatigue test. The limit specified on the MIL-E-1B specification is the maximum noise permitted. If this value is 100mv rms, it indicates approximately 20 or 25mv rms. The distribution of this noise in tubes is not symmetrical. It has a peak to the left of center and slopes less steeply to the right; i.e., highly skewed to the right, and a small percentage produce noise outputs at the maximum limit. If the specification limit is higher than 100mv it is to be assumed that the average noise is proportionately higher also.

The information to be derived from this test by the designer will probably be limited, since his application frequency may not be near the test frequency, or he may be concerned about a range of frequencies.

A comparison of the noise outputs of tube types will help him select the type which he would logically expect to perform best in his application. He would find it informative in this respect to test a number of tubes at the conditions to be encountered. The circuit should, of course, be made as insensitive to noise as possible.

The shock test is conducted on a specified shock machine which has inherent shock wave and time characteristics. Most often, the tubes are tested at 500G's with a time-to-peak acceleration of one millisecond. During test, the manufacturer checks for shorts between elements but does not call instantaneous shorts failures. The tubes must meet certain electrical limits afterward. The designer can use the specified shock test as an indicator of operation in his circuit after avoiding resonant frequencies and reducing the shock transferred.

The effects of temperature should be reduced as much as possible by ventilation, position of the tube with respect to other components, methods of shielding, and the efficiency of heat conduction from the tube to the chassis. As ambient operating temperature is raised, the failure rate of tubes increases exponentially. Hence, reliability is highest with the most conservative temperature obtainable. Many acceptance life tests on production lots of tubes are now conducted at elevated ambient temperatures. The allowable failures in these tests are being constantly better defined, so the designer is given more specific information about life expectations.

One facet of circuit design which is too often not utilized and whose importance is gaining wider recognition, is in the application of statistics. The trend to higher reliability is coincident with more complex equipment requiring many more tubes. The demands of complexity appreciably reduce the probability that reliability will be obtained, since the probability of no failures in the equipment is one minus the failure rate of one tube raised to the power of the number of tubes, if they have the same failure rate. Expressed mathematically, \( P = (1 - r)^N \). It is apparent that even if the designer adheres to all the best practices of reliable design, success can be beyond his reach because of equipment complexity. Information of rate of failure of tubes during life is being collected by manufacturers and more specific data will be obtainable. For other tube characteristics the specified acceptance quality limits will indicate information on failures.

An appreciation and knowledge of the laws of probability can be directly applied to the problems of reliability. The designer who acquaints himself with this engineering tool will learn that its proper use can point out the reasons for not attaining reliability and will increase his design efficiency. Without it he may find himself unable to fix responsibility where performance or, perhaps, learn too late that his work was inadequate.
If You Use "TEFLON"...

It's only a matter of time before you are acquainted with ETHYLENE... for one or more of these reasons:

**PRICE**—Specializing in Teflon has produced operating economies permitting Ethylene to pioneer in lower prices.

**DELIVERY**—Ethylene keeps a large stock of most items, others are usually available in a week or two.

**QUALITY**—Up to date on instrumentation and process control insures maximum quality.

**VARIETY**—Ethylene stocks dimensions close to your finished size—saving material.

**ACCURACY**—Close tolerances are available as standard practice in large or small quantities.

**DEVELOPMENT**—Ethylene offers engineering experience to help solve your problems.
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ETHYLENE CHEMICAL CORPORATION

245 Broad St. • Summit, New Jersey

Send for illustrated Catalog 54
Including stock and price lists.
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"Cellular" Electronic Construction

RINTED electronic circuits in which conducting patterns etched on plastics take the place of conventional wiring have come into fairly wide use. For the problem of connecting components and tubes to the printed sheets several solutions have been offered. However, the diversity of these solutions and their inability to gain widespread acceptance indicates that the optimum answer has not yet been found.

In a novel approach to the problem currently being investigated by the National Bureau of Standards, small 3-contact molded blocks or cells, each containing one or two circuit elements—resistors, capacitors, inductors—are pressed against the etched circuit pattern by means of springs that are extensions of the tube socket contacts. No soldering is needed. This experimental technique is one of a number under study at the Bureau in a program, sponsored by the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, for improving construction and maintenance of electronic equipment. Proposed by Dr. P. J. Selgin of the NBS engineering electronics laboratory, the cellular assembly method has several features that could prove advantageous.

The individual molded cells (shown in Fig. 1), are about 7/8" high x 1.2" wide x 1/4" thick. Each has three contacts, one on the top and two on the bottom. The cells are grouped together in "building blocks," each comprising two tubes and twelve cells held in a compact bundle by means of a suitable frame. The top surface of the block consists of a spring assembly containing the tube sockets and the necessary spring contacts (Fig. 2). When the block is fastened to the printed base plate by means of screws, springs in the spring assembly apply substantial pressure to the top terminal of each cell and hold the two bottom terminals firmly in contact with the printed circuit pattern. Positive and noise-free electrical connection is further assured by the application of a thin film of grease to the cell contacts.

The two-tube block is considered an optimum-sized subassembly in the NBS system. Any number of the blocks can be mounted on a suitably-printed base plate of sufficient area. Potentially inexpensive, they are compact (about 2-1/4" x 1" x 1-3/16", exclusive of tubes) and are easy to store and to handle. They are extremely rugged, and as long as a block is secured to the base plate none of the cells can vibrate or shake loose.

A noteworthy feature of the technique is the achievement of quick replaceability—of both blocks and cells—without the use of plugs or connectors. If conventional "plug-in" assemblies were made as small as these blocks, the plugs would add substantially to both size and cost. The elimination of both soldering labor and multiple connectors results in a double saving.

In case of trouble, an entire block can be easily removed for repair or replac-
A novel approach to the construction and interconnection of electronic circuits is presented in this article. The method, known as the 'cellular assembly' method, involves the use of small, easily replaceable units that can be quickly and easily assembled into larger circuits.

Fig. 2. Drawing showing details of the cellular assembly method.

Fig. 3. A nine-tube working unit made by the cellular construction method.
FOR FASTER, MORE ACCURATE MEASUREMENT OF...

YOU CAN READ THE ANSWER DIRECTLY ACCURATELY AND EASILY

without computation or interpolation on this Potter Megacycle Frequency-Time Counter. For maximum versatility, complete reliability, and proved performance, this unique instrument is outstanding. One compact unit provides the means for these basic tests.

DIRECT FREQUENCY from 0 to one megacycle.
PERIOD for one or ten cycles of the unknown.
TIME INTERVAL from 30 microseconds to 1,000,000 seconds.
FREQUENCY INTERVAL for two unknown frequencies.
TOTAL COUNT from 1 to $10^6$.
RPM with an accuracy of $\pm 1$ rpm at any speed.
TIMING in increments of 10 or 100 usec; 1, 10, or 100 milliseconds; or 1 sec.

such as additional decades, mechanical registers, preamplifiers, and 1 mc crystal for interval resolutions to one usec, further increase the utility of the Model 850.

Only Potter Instruments offer a choice of the famous Potter 1-2-4-8 four lamp readout for maximum reliability and readability or the 0-9 ten lamp readout for direct digital indication. Adjustable display time for either indication provides automatic or manual reset after the reading period.

As accessory equipment the Potter Instrument Company can also supply high speed printers and digital magnetic tape handlers for recording the digital information.

If you are now using awkward, time-consuming methods of measurement, you can save time and money by putting this universal measuring instrument into your program now. Like every Potter product, the Model 850 is the industry standard, and is always specified wherever results are important. For complete information and our recommendations on your specific laboratory or production problem, write to Department B-F, the Potter Instrument Co., Inc., Great Neck, New York.

Visit the Potter Exhibit at the Wescon (San Fran. Aug. 19-21) and Instrument Show (Chicago Sept. 21-25)

POTTER INSTRUMETCO., INC.
115 CUTTER MILL ROAD
GREAT NECK, N. Y.
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Miniaturization Engineers

Significant advancements in the fields of guided missiles, airborne electronic systems and commercial electronic computers are requiring further applications of miniaturization techniques in the Hughes Advanced Electronics Laboratory. Positions are open for engineers qualified in this work.

THE COMPANY
Hughes Research and Development Laboratories, located in Southern California, form one of the nation's leading electronics organizations. The personnel are presently engaged in the development and production of advanced electronic systems and devices.

AREAS OF WORK
Techniques involved are those dealing with printed and etched circuits, encapsulation, plastics, metallurgy, dip-soldering, spot-welding, electrochemistry and materials. Development activities are concerned with plug-in units, auto-assembly techniques, potted units, new wiring methods, electromechanical devices, hardware and production techniques. These techniques are used to achieve compactness, reliability, ease of manufacture, serviceability and interchangeability.

THE FUTURE
Engineers who enjoy a variety of developmental problems find outlets for their abilities and imaginations in these activity areas. New semiconductor components are opening new avenues of miniaturization and are certain to have widespread application commercially in the next few years. Hughes engineers will have full benefit of working experience in this fundamental development.

How to apply
Write today, giving details of qualifications and experience. Assurance is required that relocation of the applicant will not cause disruption of an urgent military project.

Scientific and Engineering Staff

Hughes

Research and Development Laboratories

Culver City,
Los Angeles County,
California
Fig. 1. At the top is the "Inductronic" d-c amplifier which employs no chopper for converting low level d-c to a-c for amplification. The circuits shown below indicate the wide range of applications possible with this versatile amplifier.
**ELECTRONIC designers dealing with low-level d-c potentials in measurement or control equipment applications will appreciate the versatility, stability, sensitivity, and accuracy of the Model 1411 "Inductronic" D.C. Amplifier. A development of Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. (Newark 5, N. J.), it operates in conjunction with various types of transducers (thermocouples, bolometers, resistance thermometers, photocells, etc.), and employs no "chopper" for converting the low level d-c to a-c for amplification. The unit is shown in Fig. 1 (top).

Essentially, the device is an automatic potentiometer type, wherein an output current is maintained in balance against the input potential or current through a network of precision resistors. Heart of the instrument is a special converter which consists of a standard "Alnico" magnet assembly, with the pivoted movable coil structure having torqueless conducting filaments in place of the normally heavy restoring springs used in d-c instruments.

The movable coil is suspended in the magnetic field produced by the permanent magnet. This field also has a 2000:l component furnished by an electronic oscillator. A d-c input causes the coil to deflect and couple to the 2000:l flux, the degree of couple being proportional to the d-c input to the coil. The output of the coil is picked up and amplified by an oscillator-amplifier-discriminator circuit, and the d-c output current is fed back to the input through a range determining network of resistors to complete the potentiometer circuit.

Several ways in which the amplifier can be used are shown in Fig. 1. When required, the d-c feedback loop can include reactance for integration, differentiation, and damping functions. Many combinations of L, C, RL, RC, and RLC feedback networks are practical because of the high speed and high resolution sensitivity of the amplifier system. For example, the system operating with the usual resistive range standard may have a response time constant of a small fraction of a second, but by the addition of reactance can be slowed down to a response time constant of several minutes.

The amplifier range determining network can be designed to present negative resistance to the source. In such instances, the amplifier is actually delivering energy to the input source. By applying a standard cell to the amplifier input it is possible to produce a precision standard reference current or potential equal to the accuracy of the standard cell. Another application shows a network designed to increase the response of a d-c instrument beyond the response period of the instrument itself.

Range of the amplifier is determined by interchangeable plug-in range standards. Normal minimum ranges for industrial applications are 1mv and 20amp; and for laboratory service, are 100μv and 2amp. Output of the unit is bidirectional, normally 0—1ma or 500—5000ohms into a maximum output burden of 5000 ohms (5v).

**Hughes Diodes have set a NEW STANDARD OF RELIABILITY**

Reliability in a germanium diode is determined principally by permanent freedom from the two major causes of diode failure—moisture penetration of the diode envelope, and electrical instability under extreme operating conditions.

**Why Hughes Diodes are designed**

1. **Fusion Sealing**—The glass-to-metal seal, proved in billions of vacuum tubes, is incorporated to full advantage in diode manufacture by the Hughes-developed process of fusion sealing at high temperature. The result is a rigid one-piece glass envelope making moisture penetration impossible.

2. **100% Testing**—One hundred per cent testing insures the satisfactory operation of HUGHES DIODES under adverse conditions of moisture, temperature, vibration and severe shock. Hughes testing procedures invite instabilities to occur prior to shipment and assure rejection of every defective diode. Each HUGHES DIODE is humidity-cycled, temperature-cycled, JAN shock-tested, and electrically tested under vibration.

Reliability of HUGHES DIODES has been proved in airborne military electronic equipment for navigation, fire control and guided missiles. The same high standard required for these uses is your insurance against costly shutdowns, high maintenance expense and time losses.

Specify HUGHES DIODES wherever reliability is essential.

**HUGHES GERMANIUM DIODE ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25° C.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RTMA Type</th>
<th>Test Peak Inverse Voltage (volts)</th>
<th>Maximum Inverse Working Voltage (volts)</th>
<th>Minimum Forward Current (ma)</th>
<th>Maximum Forward Current (ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Peak</td>
<td>1N658</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N662</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back</td>
<td>1N67A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>1N69</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back</td>
<td>1N89</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>1N97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back</td>
<td>1N116</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>1N117</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N118</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Purpose</td>
<td>1N90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N95</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN Types</td>
<td>1N125*</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N127F</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.100 0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N128</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.050 0.150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*That voltage at which dynamic resistance is zero under specified conditions. Each Hughes Diode is subjected to a voltage rising linearly at 90 volts per second.

© 1953, H. A. C.

In addition to RTMA types, HUGHES DIODES are also supplied in percent factory-tested to special customer specifications.
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VECO Analysis Cells

VECO Analysis Cells utilize VECO THERMISTORS. Analyzing and reference elements are Sealed in Glass—unaffected by corrosive gasses or liquids.

Available with any type of reference gas sealed in, if desired . . . new high-pressure seal withstands 1,000 psi . . . flow pipes easily connected . . .

VECO Analysis Cells provide new efficiency for instrumentation • gas, analysis • combustion study — for chemical research, hospital and college laboratories, food storage protection — cells designed and manufactured to your specific requirements.

Distinguished from other sensing elements by extreme variations of electrical resistance with relatively minute thermal changes—approved and accepted by Government Agencies.

Victory's staff of engineers and physicists are ready to recommend the proper VECO Thermistor for • vacuum manometry • oscillator stabilization • temperature measurement • flow measurement • temperature compensation • surge protection • radar power measurement • volume limiting • gas analysis • temperature control • time delay • voltage regulation, as well as for any other new or unusual measurement or control application. Write today!

NEW APPLICATION! Veco Thermistor, 51A101, is used in the new Westinghouse electric range as the vital sensing device in the "Electronic Eye" thermostat that controls cooking temperatures.

A request on business stationery will bring the VECO DATA BOOK
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**Microwave Secondary Frequency Standard**

**ELECTRONIC designers having need for an instrument that is capable of generating accurate test signals over a range of 50Mc to about 11,000Mc will be interested in the Model 100 Microwave Secondary Frequency Standard which employs no frequency tuning. (See Fig. 1). This relatively inexpensive instrument delivers to the 50 ohm input of a typical microwave receiver an uninterrupted, simultaneous series of c-w signals spaced every 100Mc and 200Mc over its complete frequency range, and a 50Mc marker output useful to about 9000Mc.

These signals are all delivered simultaneously without any frequency tuning. The only variable adjustment is an output level control on the front panel. Identification of signals in any 200Mc sector is accomplished by comparing their relative amplitudes (the 200Mc amplitude is greater than the 100Mc amplitude which in turn is greater than the 50Mc amplitude).

The instrument is provided with a ruggedized, hermetically sealed meter, and is designed to insure high stability and trouble-free service over a wide range of environmental conditions. Input requirements are 115v ±10%, 50/1750cy, 60w; and output c-w power ranges from −10dbm at 1000Mc to about −60dbm at 10,000Mc (0dbm = 1mw).

Used in conjunction with a suitable microwave receiver and an auxiliary signal generator, the Model 100 permits rapid easy frequency measurements over its range with an accuracy of ±0.005%. It can perform the function of expensive primary standards and establish standard frequencies. Other typical applications include the calibration of standard signal generators, the calibration and alignment of receivers, and for providing markers for panaramic displays. The unit also can be used to test radar or microwave installations by radiating signals in conjunction with standard microwave antennas.

Fig. 1. The Model 100 Microwave Secondary Frequency Standard, which uses no frequency tuning.
S POT cooling of compactly constructed electronic equipment always is a difficult problem because there rarely is space enough to accommodate the usual sized cooling devices. Electronic designers therefore will welcome news of the "Minicube" Subminiature Blower (Fig. 1), a centrifugal type unit whose entire assembly including the motor is housed in a 1" cube weighing less than 1 oz. It is manufactured by Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, N. H.

Despite its small size, the unit delivers 3 cu ft/min at a velocity of 50 ft/sec. Heart of the blower is a tiny hysteresis 22,000 rpm motor which normally is 2-phase, but can be operated on 3-phase, or single phase with a phase shifting capacitor. Standard motors are furnished with a 6.3v, 400 cy, 3w motor or a 26v, 400 cy, 4w motor. Motors also are available for other voltages and frequencies.

The unit has provisions for universal mounting. Standard models have three tapped mounting holes in the base, and for other requirements, holes can be drilled and tapped in the top, back or sides of the blower. The "Minicube" can be used in hermetically sealed equipment for heat transfer to or from the case. Mounted on the inside it affords efficient heat transfer to the case. Mounted on the outside, it can be used to remove heat from the case. Cooling tubes such as klystrons is another typical application as shown in Fig. 1. Note the small size of the unit compared with the tube.

Standard models operate over a temperature range of $-55^\circ C$ to $+85^\circ C$ and have an expected life of 1000 hr.

The miniature size, light weight, and versatile mounting capabilities of the unit make it widely adaptable for solving many difficult cooling problems.

Fig. 1. A typical application of the "Minicube" Subminiature Blower (above) is for cooling klystrons (left).
If you are having space problems with your transistor circuitry, consider these Stancor transformers as a means of solving your difficulties.

In addition to the units shown below, special transistor transformers, designed and built to your specifications by Stancor engineers, can be supplied in quantities of five or more.

These five Stancor ultra-miniature transformers, designed especially for transistor applications, are available through your local Stancor distributor. The smallest weighs 0.07 ounce and measures $\frac{1}{4}$" x $\frac{3}{8}$" x $\frac{3}{4}$". The largest weighs only 0.10 ounce and measures $\frac{1}{8}$" x $\frac{3}{8}$" x $\frac{3}{8}$".

Write for Stancor Bulletin 462R listing complete data and performance curves on these units.
What is your Delay or Regulating Problem?

For the most effective solution use the SIMPLEST, MOST COMPACT MOST ECONOMICAL HERMETICALLY SEALED

AMPERITE THERMOSTATIC DELAY RELAYS

Provide delays ranging from 2 to 120 seconds.
- Actuated by a heater, they operate on A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current.
- Hermetically sealed. Not affected by altitude, moisture, or other climate changes.
- Circuits: SPST only—normally open or normally closed.

Amperite Thermostatic Delay Relays are compensated for ambient temperature changes from -55 to +70°C. Heaters consume approximately 2 W. and may be operated continuously. The units are most compact, rugged, explosion-proof, long-lived, and very inexpensive.

TYPES: Standard Radio Octal, and 9-Pin Miniature.

PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR-81

BALLAST-REGULATORS

Amperite Regulators are designed to keep the current in a circuit automatically regulated at a definite value (for example, 0.5 amp.).
- For currents of 60 ma. to 5 amps. Operates on A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current.
- Hermetically sealed, light, compact, and most inexpensive.

Maximum Voltage Dissipation: T61/2L—5W. T9—10W.

Amperite Regulators are the simplest, most effective method for obtaining automatic regulation of current or voltage. Hermetically sealed, they are not affected by changes in altitude, ambient temperature (55 to +90°C), or humidity. Rugged; no moving parts; changed as easily as a radio tube.

Write for 4-page Technical Bulletin No. AB-51

AMPERITE CO., Inc. 561 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
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New Products . . .

Preligned I-F Amplifier

Has Printed Circuit Components

Shown here (and on the front cover) is the Type 207E1 prealigned, tandem 40Mc I-F Amplifier which comes complete with electron tubes and printed circuit components. It is intended to help TV set designers save design time, reduce production time by eliminating complex assembly and alignment operations, and to provide high efficiency i-f amplifier operation.

The unit employs printed circuit transformers, coils, and traps arranged in tandem, with three Type 6CB6 tubes and a Type 1N64 crystal on a panel 8-25/32" long x 1-13/16" wide. All wiring on the panel is printed to provide a high degree of uniformity and to minimize stray capacitances and their variations.

Designed to operate with a diode load resistance of 5600 ohms, the amplifier is intended for TV sets which utilize intercarrier-sound systems having picture i-f and sound carriers of 45.75Mc and 41.75Mc respectively. When used with a cascode type tuner, a voltage of only 6.5μv at midband is required at the input of the tuner to provide a d-c voltage increase of 1V at the output of the amplifier. Radio Corp. of America, RCA Victor Div., Dept. ED, Harrison, N. J.
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Miniature Hook-Up Wire

Shielded, High Temperature Type

The Type SRPF (SN) Shielded Hook-Up Wire has been developed for electronic and low-current electrical applications. Of miniature size, it has a high-temperature thermoplastic insulation with shield and nylon braid covering.

The wire has a high degree of workability and durability. The insulation is readily stripped and will not creep back during soldering. It is free from wrinkles after bending. Features include resistance to abrasion, flame, fungus, and solvent.

Insulation resistance is 10,000 megohms per 1000' at room temperature. The relatively low capacity of the wire is stable over the entire temperature rating, which is -55°C to +150°C. Additional features include a continuous ambient rating of 125°C, and a voltage rating of 1000v a-c or d-c. Boston Insulated Wire and Cable Co., Dept. ED, 65 Bay St., Boston, Mass.
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Volt-Ohm-Microammeter

With 100,000 ohms/v Sensitivity

Featuring 33 ranges and a 100,000 ohms/v sensitivity, the Model 269 Volt-Ohm-Microammeter can be used in place of vacuum tube voltmeters for many voltage and resistance measurements. It is ruggedly constructed for hard usage and is provided with a 7" dial for reading ease.

The d-c voltage ranges (100,000 ohms/v) include 0-1.6v, 8v, 40v, 160v, 400v, 1600v, and 4000v. The a-c voltage ranges (5000 ohms/v) include 0-3v, 8v, 40v, 160v, and 800v.

Also provided are six resistance ranges from 0—2000 ohms (18 ohm center) to 0—200 megohms (1.8 megohm center); four a-f output voltage ranges; four volume level (db) ranges; and seven current ranges from 0—16μamp to 0—16amp. Measurement accuracy is 3% (d-c) and 5% (a-c) of full scale deflection. Simpson Electric Co., Dept. ED, 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill.
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ELECTRONIC DESIGN • August 1953
Insulated Couplings
Withstand More Than 15kv

Capable of withstanding more than 15kv, these High Voltage Insulated Couplings have been designed for use in high quality civilian, army, navy, and air force electronic equipment. These units effect major economies by eliminating milling operations and are applicable to any standard potentiometer with slotted shafts. Dimensions and mechanical arrangement of the devices are shown above. Jan Hardware Mfg. Co., Inc., Dept. ED, 25-30 163rd St., Flushing 58, N. Y.
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Tetrode and Pentode Transistors
Permit Simplified Circuitry

Two new point contact transistors, a "tetrode" and "pentode", have been added to the company's line. Because these units have more elements than conventional types, they can serve as replacements for the conventional triode transistors on a one-for-two or one-for-three basis in some circuit applications.

Basically, the units are regular transistors with provisions for extra inputs, the tetrode having two inputs and the pentode three inputs. This permits controlling the switching action of the transistor from either two or three sources, as well as allowing mixing of two or three signals with the use of only one transistor. In this way circuit simplifications can be effected and more compact equipment can be built.

The tetrode unit (Type 3N21) is designed primarily for switching and also finds use in mixer or modulator applications. Maximum ratings include —60v collector voltage, 100mw collector dissipation, —30v emitter voltage on either emitter, 30mw emitter dissipation (either emitter), and an ambient temperature of 50°C. For switching applications, the unit has a rise time of 0.2µsec and a turn-off time of 0.5µsec. Ratings for the pentode unit are the same except that one more input is provided. Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Dept. ED, 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
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ELECTRONIC DESIGN • August 1953
ELECTRONS, INCORPORATED
127 Sussex Avenue
Newark 3, N. J.

Electrons tubes--always in the lead! This time in the "705" IBM Electronic Data Processing Machines.
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New Products...

Hollow Shaft Differential
For Adding and Subtracting

This Hollow Shaft Differential has been designed for high accuracy in additive and subtractive analog computer operations. It has special applications in angular or angular velocity sums and differences, and sequence operations. Features include low inertia (0.0745 oz-in²), minimum backlash (0.10° max), and low weight (1-1/4 oz).

The versatility of the hollow shaft design permits the axial positioning of the differential on the shaft. It also facilitates easy installation or removal of the unit from the shaft without differential or instrument disassembly. Librascope, Inc., Dept. ED, 1607 Flower St., Glendale, Calif.
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Laboratory Radiation Monitor
Provides Visual and/or Aural Indication

The Model 1800 Laboratory Radiation Monitor is a general purpose count rate meter with provision for a visual and/or aural indication. A front panel control permits selection of five different meter ranges: 300, 1000, 3000, 10,000, and 30,000 counts per minute. Aural volume control is also provided, and the instrument may be obtained with a G-M tube and probe.

Specifications include an accuracy of about ±5%, power requirements of 117v ±10% and 35w, dimensions of 6-1/2" x 6-1/2" x 10-1/4", and a net weight of about 8 lb. Berkeley Scientific Div., Beckman Instruments, Inc., Dept. ED, 2200 Wright Ave., Richmond, Calif.
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TYPE 756—
Fairchild’s latest single-turn
PRECISION POTENTIOMETER

Gives you all these advantages...

1. Extremely low noise level and longer life with sustained high accuracy result from improved windings and wiper design. These improvements also permit higher rotational speeds with minimum of wear.

2. Higher resolution (0.05% at 2,000 turns) and close functional tolerances (linear ±0.25%; non-linear 0.35% with 3:1 slope ratio in high resistance ranges) give higher point-to-point tracking qualities.

3. Standard electrical functional angle is 320 deg. nominal with ORV tolerance of ±5% in resistance range from 800 to 40,000 ohms. Electrical functional angle of 350 deg. nominal with ORV tolerance of ±3% in resistance ranges of 50 to 45,000 ohms can be supplied on special order.

4. Greater flexibility—For non-linear functions as many as 33 taps can be provided by adding extra terminal boards.

5. All the desirable qualities of the well-known Type 746 unit, including easy and more accurate phasing, ganging up to 20 units on a single shaft, all-metal precision-machined housing and shaft, low torque, etc., are included in the Type 756.

Full information about the entire line of Fairchild Precision Potentiometers, including specifications of the Type 756 unit and how we can help solve your potentiometer problems, is available for the asking. Write to Potentiometer Division, Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, Park Avenue, Hicksville, Long Island, New York. Department 140-39 N.
Miniaturized Variable Resistor
With Resistance Range From 100 ohms
to 5 Megohms

Type 65 Miniaturized Variable Resistor has been designed for use in jet and other planes, guided missiles, tanks, ships, portable or mobile equipment, and all other military communications under conditions ranging from extreme cold or extreme altitudes to extreme heat.

A feature of the unit is its ability to remain stable during severe temperature and humidity changes. Characteristics include a temperature range of 
\[-55°C to +150°C\] (aridity to saturation ranges), a 3.44-lamb, a wattage and voltage rating of 1/2w at
\[70°C\] derated to zero load at 150°C with maximum safe operating voltage across end terminals of 350v, and a resistance range of 100 ohms to 5 megohms.

Chicago Telephone Supply Corp., Dept. ED, Elk hart, Ind.
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Position Indicator
Accurate Basic Sensing Element

This "Microsyn" Position Indicator is a small electromechanical signal generator which transforms angular displacement accurately into an electrical signal for measurement of any mechanical variable. Tested and perfected as a standard military component for use in gyro instruments and computers, the instrument is now finding wide application in the industrial fields of process control, data transmission, measurement of mechanical variables, and analog computation.

Features of the instrument include true linear output, extreme resolution, low operating torque, exceptional sensitivity (up to \(7\)v/degree at 400cy), reliability, and versatility. Characteristics include a linearity of \(±1/2\%\) to \(7°\), \(±1\%\) to \(10°\); a residual null not exceeding signal equivalent to 0.01° rotation; a static friction of 0.03 oz-in nominal; a temperature range of \(-67°F\) to \(+200°F\); and a rotor moment of inertia of 0.04 oz-in sq. Doeclam Corp., Dept. ED, Soldiers Field Rd., Boston 35, Mass.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG
Address requests for your copy of the new catalog to
DEPARTMENT DF — NO OBLIGATION.
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New Products...

Magnetic Material
Has High Coercive Force

“Cromag”, a ceramic Permanent Magnet Material, features magnetic and physical potentials applicable in numerous fields. It requires no critical raw materials and is therefore not limited in quantity.

Lightweight and magnetically hard, the material has very high coercive force and at the same time has a suitable residual induction to cover a wide variety of applications. Its stability makes it useful in high demagnetizing fields. In high frequency applications it shows a very low and minimum proximity effect on associated circuitry.

This powdered material is fabricated by powder metallurgy methods adaptable to pressing in a wide variety of intricate shapes with no machining necessary. In addition, it can be supplied in long rods, tubes, square, rectangular, or other shapes.

Henry L. Crowley & Co., Inc., Dept. ED, West Orange, N. J.
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Rosin Flux
Insulates as it Bonds

Insulation characteristics comparable to polyethylene have been combined with fast “take” in the “Loneo” Insulating Rosin Flux. This flux is devoid of any free acid and is completely noncorrosive. These features make the material especially useful in the dip tinning of printed circuits and in the elimination of breakdown due to corrosion in the soldering of delicate u-h-f components.

Another feature is the material’s resistance to high temperatures, which enables it to withstand prolonged application of heat in soldering through badly oxidized copper surfaces and hard-to-bond metals and alloys, such as cadmium, nickel, and nichrome steel. London Chemical Co., Inc., Dept. E12, 325 W. 32nd St., Chicago 16, Ill.
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Designed to withstand a shock of 50G, these new Allied Control double-throw miniature relays were developed to meet the rigid requirements of U.S.A.F. Specifications MIL-R-5757A.

Known as the Allied MH series, this new line of relays consists of the 6-pole MH-18, the 4-pole MH-12, and the 2-pole MH-6. Contacts are rated at 2 amps resistive or 1 amp inductive at 28 volts D. C.

The high performance of these relays has been achieved in an extremely compact, unitized construction and parallels the most recent advances in airborne equipment design. The “actual size” photographs shown above highlight the 66% savings in overall size, the 48% savings in weight and the 30% reduction in chassis area.

For detailed specifications and drawings of these new relays, contact your local Allied Control Representative or write us for Bulletin 1002.
Gasket Material
Radio and TV Shield
A highly conductive Gasketing Material has been developed for shielding radio and TV equipment. It is said to be effective even under difficult conditions of high receiver sensitivity and low signal strength.

The material consists of aluminum wire screening whose interstices are filled with neoprene. Both surfaces of the material are buffed to insure uniform gage and smoothness, and to expose the aluminum wire so that it will make good electrical contact with the flanges.

The gasketing is intended primarily for mounting electrical equipment in automobiles and aircraft, and for general use in radio, TV, and other electronic equipment. The good electrical conductivity of the aluminum wire permits static electricity to drain through the gasket.

Additional features of the material include dimensional stability and resistance to deterioration. It can be supplied either in the form of cut gaskets or as uncut sheets 19" long x 15" wide, and 0.02" thick. Vulcanized Rubber & Plastics Co., Dept. ED, Morrisville, Pa.
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Plastic Tubing
For Low Temperatures

"Airflex" No. 6904 is a clear Plastic Tubing developed for use in military and commercial aircraft, guided missiles, and airborne electronic equipment insulation applications.

Approved under the new specification MIL-I-7444A (USAF), this material is especially adaptable for use on equipment operating at extremely low temperatures and can be widely applied as both primary and secondary insulation.

In addition, the material is fungus resistant. It can be used as wire harness sheathing, as a wiring conduit where abrasion resistance is needed, and as a fluid drain or transfer medium. Irvington Varnish and Insulator Co., Fibron Div., Dept. ED, Irvington, N. J.
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MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

New Products...

Variable Inductors
For Video Peaking in Amplifiers

This series of variable, slug-tuned inductors, both solenoid and pi wound, are especially suited for use as video peaking inductors in amplifiers where electrical performance, miniaturization, and reliability are essential.

They can be furnished in many standard values.

Designated as the Series IT-123CS (solenoid) and the Series IT-123CP (pi), these units are wound on forms of Series FM-3001 black nylon with slugs of “Pyroferite” P-4399. Design center induction range for solenoid types is 1 to 100µh and for pi windings 100 to 20,000µh. Industrial Television Inc., Dept. ED, 359 Lexington Ave., Clifton, N. J.
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Potentiometer Controls
Designed for TV Applications

Three TV Controls, Types 4WK, 4WS, and HJV, have been added to the company’s line. Type 4WK, a universal, 4w, wire wound control especially designed for TV service, comes equipped with a knurled, flatted, and grooved master shaft to fit most knob requirements without modification, except for cutting to required length. Specifications include a 1-3/4” diam, 11/16” depth behind panel, a 1/4” bushing, and a shaft length of 3”.

Type 4WS is identical to Type 4WK except that it comes equipped with a short, knurled, slotted shaft 5/8” long. Type HJV is a 2w carbon-element, high-voltage unit for use in TV receivers using picture tubes requiring electrostatic focus. It also comes equipped with a knob master shaft, and its specifications include a 2-11/64” diam, a depth behind panel of 25/32”, a bushing of 1/4”, and a shaft length of 3”. International Resistance Co., Dept. ED, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.
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ELECTRONIC DESIGN • August 1963
Germanium Transistors and Diodes

POINT CONTACT TRANSISTORS
Available in a variety of stable controlled types suitable for both fast and medium speed switching circuits and high frequency amplifiers.

PNP JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
Tiny, stable high gain units, most economical of power, may be soldered in place or socketed in a recommended STRA transistor socket. Suitable for audio amplifiers, serve amplifiers and transformers coupled carrier amplifiers. In plastic or hermetically sealed in metal and glass.

JUNCTION POWER DIODES
Useful in power supplies, magnetic amplifiers and telephone systems, etc. they have the characteristics of large plate-type power rectifiers and size and weight of a small circuit component.

Our engineers will be glad to offer suggestions regarding your Germanium Transistor and Diode applications without obligation. Write to Section ED-1.
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NEW!

IMPROVED INTERLOCK SWITCH

The newly improved MODEL 2A airflow interlock switch now replaces the model 2 switch. Simultaneously Rotron releases this new "DETERMINATOR KIT", which allows quick determination of appropriate actuator vane size as well as evaluation of turbulence and other peculiarities of airstream.

NEW!

DETERMINATOR KIT

WRITE FOR LITERATURE AND PRICES

(IF YOU ALREADY SUBSCRIBE TO OUR CATALOG SERVICE THIS MATERIAL BEING MAILED TO YOU WITHOUT FURTHER REQUEST)
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Diode Tester
With Minimum of Operations

The Model DT-100 Diode Tester is designed for measuring the static characteristics of germanium and low-power selenium diodes, including the power type germanium diodes. Separate forward and reverse power supplies having continuously variable outputs or pre-set regulated reverse potentials permit complete measurements or checks at selected operating points. This arrangement provides accurate results with a minimum of operations.

Features include a forward voltage supply continuously variable from 0.05v to 20v d-c at a maximum current of 500ma d-c; a reverse voltage supply continuously variable from 0 to 150v d-c, with three pre-set potentials of 10v, 50v, and 100v d-c provided; a 3-position, spring-return switch allowing rapid transfer from forward to reverse test positions and returning to neutral; an automatic overload circuit for detecting shorted or reversed diodes and limiting current to a safe value; and an oven to permit testing diodes at elevated temperatures. Teletronic laboratory, Inc., Dept. Ed, 54 Kinkel St., Westbury, L. I., N. Y.
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Another FLASH-O-LENS at work... checking soundness of welds at INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

By lighting and magnifying welded parts with FLASH-O-LENS, International Harvester Company's Memphis Plant guards against the most minute cracks in the welds.

FLASH-O-LENS offers a quick, simple way of detecting defects — of maintaining product quality. Built-in bulb brightly illuminates the inspection area — accurately ground lenses give sharp, detailed enlargement.

Battery and plug-in models from $10.65. Write for free literature on applications, types, prices.

E. W. PIKE & COMPANY
NORTH AVENUE
ELIZABETH 3, N. J.
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' DIAMOND H' RELAYS
pack more performance into less space...

Rating for rating, "Diamond H" Series R hermetically sealed, miniature aircraft type 4PDT relays are smallest (1.6 cubic inches), lightest (3.76 ounces), have widest temperature range (-65° to +200°C), greatest operating shock resistance (to 50 "G" and higher) and excel all others in their field in ability to break high currents and high voltages.

Ideal for high frequency switching, their inter-electrode capacitance is less than 5 micro-microfarads contacts to case, less than 2½ microfarads between contacts, even with plug-in type relay and socket. Vibration range is from 0 to 1000 cycles per second and upward at 15 "G" without chatter. Coil resistances up to 50,000 ohms are available, with contact loading through 10 A, resistive for 100,000 cycles (30 A, resistive for 100 cycles) at 30 V., D.C., or 115 V., A.C. Sensitivity approaches 100 milli-watts at 30 "G" operational shock resistance. They meet all requirements of USAF Spec. MIL-R-5757, and far surpass many, various standard mounting arrangements available. Write for Bulletin R-150 or ask for "Diamond H" technical assistance.

THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY
210 Bartholomew Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut
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New Products...

Twin Power Triode
For Voltage Regulation

Type 6336 is a high perveance, high plate dissipation Twin Power Triode designed for voltage regulation. Used as a series tube, the unit will "pass" a minimum of 150ma per section at 40v d-e plate voltage, and the same current at 200v d-e plate voltage using a grid bias of -60v.

Features include a hard glass envelope and an 8-pin butt stem. Characteristics of the device include a mu of 2.7, a Gm of 11,000mhos, a plate resistance of 250 ohms, and a life of 1000 hours minimum. Forced ventilation is not necessary at ambient room temperature. Chatham Electronics Corp., Dept. ED, Livingston, N. J.
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Radio-noise Filter
for Bulkhead Mounting
Filterette No. 1613 1000 volts DC 5 amperes

In addition to its 7-pin "Test Adapter," a 9-pin Miniature Test Adapter and an 8-pin Octal Test Adapter have been added to the company's line. Tubes are plugged into these units, which then are inserted into tube sockets on the chassis to permit rapid and convenient above chassis testing of tube circuits.

These units find ready use for circuit designers, especially where it is inconvenient to get to the underside of equipment chassis. The low-resistance, silver-plated base pins and test points assure positive contact, and the units are easily inserted into tube sockets. CBS-Hytron, Dept. ED, Danvers, Mass.
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Subminiature Tube Clamp
Reduces Bulb Temperatures

These "Kool Klamp" Subminiature Tube Clamps have been developed for use under conditions of extreme heat, vibration, and shock. They reduce bulb temperatures, when used in minaturized electronic equipment, by as much as 40°C.

Constructed from a specially developed heat treatable alloy that is 99-1/2% pure silver, and with a thermal conductivity almost 70% of pure copper, the units provide maximum heat flow.

For wider application the units are available in 2 types: the "Clip Holder," designed to permit insertion of the tube from top or end; and the "Sleeve Holder," designed for end insertion only and preferred where overall height is critical. Bircher Corp., Dept. ED, Valley Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Low-Torque Speed Changer
For Computers and Servo Systems

This ball and disk type "Integrator," essentially a high-precision, comparatively Low-Torque Speed Changer for generating variable reversible speeds in a smooth and stepless fashion, incorporates moving parts of hardened alloy steel. The device may be used for analog computers, servo mechanisms, and similar devices which require precise and smooth speed control with high accuracy and reproducibility.

Of light weight, long life, and reasonable accuracy, the instrument is housed in a die cast case of anodized aluminum alloy. Hardened alloy precision steel disk and balls assure smooth operation with maximum accuracy and minimum wear.

The unit is very compact and weighs only 17 oz. At 750rpm input speed to the disk, the maximum output speed is 1500rpm. Output torque rating at this speed is 5 oz-in. Reflectone Corp., Dept. ED, Stamford, Conn.
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New Products...

Plug-In Amplifier
With Replaceable Tube Feature

This ERA Type 416D2 single-stage Plug-In Amplifier has been developed for a high voltage gain and independence of power supply voltage fluctuation. Its special feature is its ability to accept an unusually large amount of negative feedback without showing instability. The unit, which uses two replaceable tubes, yields a voltage gain of 8000 with the phase-shift of a single stage.

These features make it useful for analog computing systems and for a-c servo mechanisms, as well as for applications involving low-level, low frequency inputs such as obtained from thermocouples, strain gauges, and crystal and magnetic detecting devices.

Characteristics include an input impedance of 5 megoohm; a voltage gain of 8000; an equivalent input hum of 20µv, (a-c filament, grounded grid); a maximum output of 25v rms; and a frequency response flat within ±2db over 2 to 1000cy without external feedback. Power supply requirements are 600ma, 6.3v filament supply and 0.5ma, 250v plate supply; and output impedance is 2500 ohms. Remington Rand Inc., Dept. ED, 315 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Insulating Material
Resists Great Pressures

A flexible electronic Insulating Material, produced from polystyrene and designated "Styroflex", has many applications for the electronic designer, including use in low loss capacitors. The film does not have any of the brittle characteristics of other forms of polystyrene, but it does have the same basic electrical properties that have made polystyrene a widely accepted high frequency insulating material.

At temperatures below the softening point of 95°C the film resists great pressures without yielding and shows almost no plastic flow. Features include a compressive strength of 14,000psi and a high tensile strength of 10,000psi. The material is unaffected by moisture and adverse humidity conditions and is available in tapes of any length, from 1/4" to 10" in width, and in thicknesses of 0.0004" to 0.005." Natvar Corp., Dept. ED, Woodbridge, N. J.
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Sylvania Computer Crystal Diodes

Sylvania Types 1N111, 1N112, 1N113, 1N114 and 1N115 were designed specifically for computer use. All Sylvania's Computer Diodes are tested at raised temperatures simulating actual operating conditions. To insure maximum stability and life, all units are tested for evidence of drift and hysteresis. Each diode is hermetically sealed in glass and is designed so that it may conveniently be soldered or clipped into a circuit.

Mail this coupon Today

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Dept. 3E-4008, 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
Please send me data sheets on Sylvania Computer Crystal Diodes.

Name
Address
City
State

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Building
St. Catherine Street, Montreal, P. Q.
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New Literature . . .

Rosin Core Solder 61

A 4-page, 3-color brochure (No. 158), describes the company's RTS-200 rosin core solder, which is available in a wide variety of wire sizes, compositions, and quantities. The bulletin indicates five ways in which the solder exceeds ordinary solders: greater spread, faster oxide penetration, non-corrosiveness, non-toxicity, and stable flux. Federated Metals Div., American Smelting and Refining Co., 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Testing and Measuring Equipment 62

GEC-1016A is a 64-page revised edition of the company's measuring equipment catalog, containing information on more than 115 testing and measuring devices for laboratory and production line use. This fully illustrated brochure contains information on products ranging from simple current indicators to completely automatic oscillographs; from surface roughness scales to mass spectrometers; from d-e amplifiers to radiation monitors. Included are a brief description of each item, its field of application, and condensed tables of important characteristics and prices. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Electroplated Gold 63

Scientific gold plating is described in a 4-page, 2-color technical data sheet. This thorough compilation of electrical, thermal, and chemical information on gold indicates the physical properties, as well as electroplating specifications, diffusion coefficients, optical properties, and applications of electroplated gold. Charts illustrate optical properties and the effect of gold concentration on current efficiency. Technic Inc., 39 Snow St., Providence 1, R. I.

X-Ray Analysis 64

An 8-page booklet, entitled "Twenty Questions and Answers on X-Ray Analysis", has been prepared specifically to clear up some of the prevalent misunderstandings concerning the difference in X-ray powder camera, spectrometer, and spectograph equipment and techniques. Also explained are specimen preparation, application fields for each of the three X-ray diffraction methods, and calibration and selection of analyzing crystals for use with the spectograph in analysis of specimens to determine what elements are present. Research & Control Instruments Div., North American Philips Co., Inc., 750 South Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Thread Inserts

Bulletin No. 661 (2-page, 2-color) contains information on the company's wire thread inserts. The bulletin explains how the inserts of stainless steel or phosphor bronze protect tapped threads in aluminum, magnesium, die-cast metals, plastics, iron, steel, brass, bronze and wood. Photographs illustrate the wide range of standard sizes, and also included is a description of the use of these inserts in design. Illustrated case histories present their design advantages in products such as terminal boards. Heli-Coil Corp., 1321 Shelter Rock Lane, Danbury, Conn.

Specialty Transformers

Booklet B-5806 is an 18-page, 2-color brochure describing the company's specialty transformers. Part I describes the standard line of units available "off the shelf". Complete details of transformer characteristics and construction are included for general purpose, machine tool, signaling, control, low-power pulse, and aircraft power types. Part II discusses units that can be built from basic components to fit specific requirements. The booklet closes with a section on testing techniques and a discussion of specialty transformer core developments. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 401 Liberty Ave., Box 2728, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Paper Capacitors

Bulletin AB-18 is a 4-page, 2-color brochure containing complete performance characteristics and test specifications on the company's "Meteor" high temperature, subminiature paper capacitors. Performance characteristics include information on operating characteristics, voltage rating, voltage derating, capacitance stability, and test conditions. Various types of units are described and illustrated. Astron Corp., 255 Grant Ave., East Newark, N. J.

Radio, TV Knobs

A 16-page catalog, No. 55, describes the company's stock knobs for radio and TV. Each type is illustrated, and specification data are included. Also described are items such as antenna mounts, extension jack and connector, a jumbo fuse holder, antenna plug, rotary switches, and heavy duty power switch. A price list is included. Gee-Lar Mfg. Co., 1330 10th Ave., Rockford, Ill.

Coil Winding Tubes

A paper-bound catalog, consisting of data sheets, describes the company's coil winding tubes for Class A, B, and H applications in various combinations. Applications, physical and electrical qualities, and properties are indicated and illustrated by photographs and tables. Accurate Paper Tube Co., 809 N. Peoria St., Chicago 22, Ill.
E-I COMPRESSION TYPE MULTIPLE HEADERS

E-I... YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR HERMETICALLY-SEALED MULTIPLE HEADERS, OCTAL PLUG-INS, TERMINALS, COLOR CODED TERMINALS, END SEALS, etc.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 64 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

DIVISION OF AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.

PHILIPS EXPORT CORP., 100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

New Literature...

Microwave Equipment 77

The company's line of microwave instruments and components is described in a 4-page, 2-color bulletin. Listings include frequency meters, mixers, impedance meters, attenuators, and other microwave items. Specification data for the various models are indicated, and photographs provide illustration. Nassau Research & Development Associates, Inc., 66 Main St., Mineola, N. Y.

Manufacturing Services 78

A 16-page booklet describes the company's facilities for precision manufacturing services, including melting and casting 3 to 25 pound ingots of special alloys, forging to bar and rod forms, hot and cold precision rolling of strip, slitting, processing and straightening special alloy wire, and heat treating of small parts. These services are illustrated by numerous photographs. Precision Mfg. Services, Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Feed-Through Bushings 79

Bulletin No. 153 (2-page, 2-color) describes the company's line of standard steatite miniature feed-through bushings for efficient low and high frequency equipment. Complete with some engineering data, specifications, and dimensional drawings, the bulletin describes those items which have been designed for government and commercial specifications. Thor Ceramics, Inc., 225 Belleville Ave., Bloomfield, N. J.

Power Supplies 80

An 8-page, 2-color foldover bulletin, No. L453, describes the company's line of magnetic amplifier regulated power supplies for laboratory testing applications. Information is provided on high voltage and low voltage instruments with regulations down to 0.15%. Specifications and special feature data are included, along with photographs and charts. Perkin Engineering Corp., 345 Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif.
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Radio and TV Tools

A wide assortment of tools for the repair and maintenance of radio, TV, and electronic equipment is contained in a 36-page reference guide. Reprinted from the large 1220-page catalog (Radio's Master), the guide contains detailed specifications, illustrations, technical and price data on tools made by 17 manufacturers. Included are TV alignment tools, chassis punches, pliers, screw and nut drivers, soldering irons and guns, tool kits, and wire strippers. United Catalog Publishers, Inc., 110 Lafayette St., New York 13, N. Y.

“Teflon” Components

The company’s line of “Teflon” components is described in an 8-page, 2-color catalog. Included are high tensile molded rods, tubes, and sheets; extruded rods; extruded tubing; electronized rods; and custom moldings, machined parts, and shaved tape. Applications and properties for the material are listed with charts and diagrams. Ethylene Chemical Corp., Summit, N. J.

Test Chambers

A 4-page, 2-color bulletin describes the company’s L-series of temperature, altitude, and relative humidity test chambers. The units described combine a temperature range from +185°F to -100°F, with relative humidity simulation from 20% to 95%, and altitude simulation from atmospheric pressure to 80,000'. Performance data are indicated, along with specifications, and an altitude-pressure-temperature curve. Bowser Technical Refrigeration, Div. Bowser Inc., Terryville, Conn.

Diodes

A 4-page, 2-color folder provides complete specifications for six of the company’s temperature-limited diodes, whose special feature is their stable emission characteristic. Three of the tubes incorporate a safety feature by which filament failure closes an external high impedance circuit. All of the units are illustrated, and data include electrical and mechanical specifications, basing diagrams, etc. Thermosen, Inc., 361 W. Main St., Stamford, Conn.

NEW 38-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Describes Technical and Radiant Characteristic
Special Features and Constructions of a complete line of variable resistors for military and civilian use. Includes dimensional drawings of each resistor. Write today for your copy.

UNPRECEDENTED PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Specially designed military ultrowatt resistance units to check new parts and existing parts covering -40°C to +189°C...utility in automation.
leading manufacturers use

**JFD PISTON TYPE VARIABLE TRIMMER CAPACITORS**

*in both civil and military equipment*

No. VC 1 G (0.7 to 6.0 mmf.) Glass Dielectric
No. VC 5 (1.0 to 10.0 mmf.) Quartz Dielectric
No. VC 11 (10.0 to 100.0 mmf.) Quartz Dielectric
No. VC 12 G (1.0 to 12.0 mmf.) Glass Dielectric
No. VC 20 (0.5 to 1.9 mmf.) Glass Dielectric

---

**DC Measurements**

5 MICROVOLTS to 10 VOLTS

A precision converter, that changes the input DC into an amplified, sinusoidal AC Voltage.

- 5 microvolts internal noise
- Max. gain 1000 (volts RMS/volt DC)
- 40 millisecond time constant
- No zero or gain adjust
- 2 megohm input resistance
- Rejects external 60 cps pickup

Makes any AC Vacuum tube Voltmeter direct reading in DC microvolts and millivolts. With the cathode ray oscillograph yields an extremely sensitive DC null detector.
Voltage Regulator ... Patent No. 2,629,078. L. L. Helterline, Jr., South Norwalk, Conn. (Assigned to Sorenson & Co., Inc.).

A d-c voltage regulator which accurately controls the output voltage to the load at a substantially constant value over a predetermined voltage range is the subject of this patent. The voltage regulation is secured by a variable non-linear impedance between the power source and the output terminals.

The regulator controls the voltage at the output terminals (7, 19) which is fed from any d-c source (1) by varying the impedance of a tube (5) between the d-c source and the output. The tube (5) is controlled by the current flow through the filament (11) of a tube (12) which is connected across the output terminals. Should the voltage at the output increase, the current flow through the filament increases and its temperature is raised which in turn increases current flow through the tube and

---

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the voltage regulator mentioned above.
results in an increased voltage drop across the load resistor (17). This lowers the voltage on the control grid (40) of the tube (24) which is connected in one leg of a bridge with resistances (21, 22 and 23) forming the other legs.

With a lower voltage on the control grid of the tube (24), the current flow through this tube and the resistance (23) is reduced, and the voltage drop across the resistor is lowered unbalancing the bridge. Since the control grid (38) of tube (5) is connected at the junction (38), the voltage on this grid is lowered and current flow through the tube is reduced. This reduces the voltage at the output terminals. Should the voltage at the output decrease a reverse sequence of operation results to increase the voltage on the grid of tube (5) which results in an increase in the voltage at the terminals (7, 10).


The purpose of this invention is to improve the performance of semiconductor signal translating devices, to simplify the structure thereof and to facilitate the making of such devices. The improvement is directed more particularly to rectifiers so as to increase their current carrying capacity and to photosensitive elements.

In making the crystal, an N type body is cut and subjected to a temperature of 900°C in a helium atmosphere for 24 hr after which it is cooled rapidly to room temperature. This produces a P-type body with an N-type film on all surfaces. The film is removed on one major surface by lapping. The major faces are then plated as with rhodium and an annular groove is provided in the face having the film, which groove extends through the plating and film into the crystal body to produce an N-type island. The groove may be etched to improve the reverse resistance of the N-P junction. The crystal may be mounted upon a brass block by soldering to the plating to form one terminal and a conductor is soldered to the plating of the island to form another terminal. The crystal constructed in this fashion gives high current capacity in the forward direction at relatively low voltage levels. The crystal rectifier is operable also in the reverse direction up to about 45 volts.

For use as a photocell the crystal is constructed in the same manner except that the ohmic metallic coating on the island surface is omitted and electrical contact is made with the island by a point contact. The photosensitive response curve is sharply peaked with maximum response at a wave length of about 1.5 microns.


Improvements in transistors are receiving considerable attention as shown by this patent. One of the problems with this new device is the considerable difficulty of securing the collector and emitter electrodes in close contact with the semiconductor which spacing is of the order of two mils. Another problem is the variation in pressure of the electrodes upon the semiconductor which variation introduces noise. In solving these problems it was found that point contact of the collector and emitter electrodes with the semiconductor was not essential so long as the contact resistance of these electrodes was high as compared to that of the base electrode.

In making the transistor, the surface of the semiconductor or crystal is etched as known to the art. The crystal is then heated in a vacuum to a temperature of less than 200° centigrade, the preferred temperature being about 100°, in order to outgas the crystal. It is then cooled and metallic electrodes are evaporated upon the surface of the crystal. The collector and emitter electrodes may be uniformly spaced from each other by using a masking technique, the spacing being from 1 to 5 mils. Electrical contact with the evaporated electrodes may be made in various ways.

A single evaporated electrode may be used provided one of the contact elements has a sharp tip so as to penetrate the evaporated layer and contact the crystal. It is believed that during operation a small portion of the metallic layer is removed so that the element is insulated from the layer although it has not been possible to observe this condition under a microscope. The patent covers the semiconductor in various forms as well as the method of preparing the crystal with its evaporated electrodes.
NOISE in resistor applications may be caused by many factors, but most often arises in the incomplete or tangential contact which exists among the carbon granules that make up a molded resistor. Noise also originates where the connector leads meet the body of the resistor.

Because WELWYN High Stability Resistors are formed by depositing a pure, homogeneous carbon film, and because the end-caps are machine-turned and bond-fitted to the body, and the terminal leads clenched into the end-caps, the conducting path presented to any current flow is as continuous as if through a solid conductor. The noise factor of WELWYN Deposited Carbon Resistors is only slightly above that predicted by the Johnson formula.

For further information and test data concerning...

WELWYN
High Stability Deposited Carbon Resistors

Write to Dept. AH-1
ROCKBAR CORPORATION, 211 East 37th Street, New York 16, N.Y.
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IBM
Leading manufacturer of electronic digital computers, electronic and electrical business machines, time systems and electric typewriters.

offers career opportunities for

Electrical and Electronic Engineers

at

Endicott, N.Y. Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

If your background has been in: Electronic Design, Computer Design, Electrical Design, Product Engineering or Product Development—you owe it to yourself and your future to investigate the opportunities waiting to be filled at IBM. Interview will be arranged in your city. Write, giving full details of education and experience to:

Mr. C. F. McElwain
Dept. 686 (9)
International Business Machines
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.
TOO LATE TO HIDE . . . from a RELIABLE missile

ACCURATE CONTROL IS A MUST IN GUIDING THE MISSILE, BUT . . .
WILL CONTROL FAIL IN THESE LAST TWO SECONDS?

Hundreds of test hours become worthless should a component fail at this critical moment. A major source of last-minute failure is the unpredictable jamming of a hydraulic control valve by just a single particle of dirt.

Now, Sanders Associates, Inc. offers a hydraulic valve that is accurate . . . and reliable. Utilizing a unique form of mechanical feedback, this new valve creates forces as high as 500 pounds to break free any jamming particles. Interfering metal chips are literally chopped up. Here is a self-clearing valve that operates without oil filters, even with dirt, sludge and metal particles in the hydraulic fluid supply . . . this is reliability . . . "built-in" reliability.

Sanders Associates, Inc. is active in complex research and development programs where new concepts of accuracy and reliability are essential. Typical of the product development under such programs is this two-stage hydraulic servo valve . . . a key component in guided missiles, fire control, auto-pilots, automatic machine control and other applications where the transfer from electrical to hydraulic energy must be both accurate and reliable.

Address inquiries to Dept. 40-ED.

New Books . . .

Simplified Drafting Practice . . .

This is not a textbook on engineering drafting, but rather is intended to show how engineering and drafting organizations can save time and money by adopting and extending simplified drafting practices. The authors point out that although there has been much progress in design, engineering, and production, drafting has remained relatively unchanged. It still involves the same time consuming elaboration of detail that it did at the time of its inception.

The authors present a strong case, and after seeing some of the simplifications they suggest one can readily appreciate the great amount of simplification that is possible. The drawings are clear, and the simplification examples are numerous. The design engineer will find this book worth while reading, and will probably have a hard time keeping the drafting department from "borrowing" it.


This is a continuation of the publisher's series of audio amplifier manuals which gives detailed servicing data, parts lists, and specific information on some 60 chassis (75 models) of audio amplifiers and associated equipment produced during 1951 and 1952.

From the electronic designer's point of view this compilation of data presents a valuable collection of examples of commercial audio amplifier designs, including circuit diagrams, underside views of chassis views, etc. The electronic designer who happens to be an audio enthusiast will certainly find the book interesting although he probably would prefer to have brief discussions on the unusual features of each amplifier which unfortunately are not included.
These two Browning 'scopes give you these valuable features:

**Model OA-16** . . . an extremely versatile instrument having d.c. amplification with extended high-frequency response and sweeps ranging from seconds to microseconds.

**FEATURES**
- Bandwidth—from d.c. to 5 megacycles
- Deflection sensitivity—50 peak-to-peak millivolts per inch
- Internal provision for balancing d.c. components
- Trace position remarkably independent of line voltage
- Sweep speeds 0.4 µsec. per cm. to 1 sec. per cm.
- All sweeps below fastest range expandable 5 times for detailed examinations
- Sweep may be recurrent, or triggered by positive or negative external pulses or by vertical amplifier signals.

**Model OL-23** . . . combines the functions of an oscilloscope and a synchronous scope for observing repetitive phenomena or single transients. Broadband amplification, fast sweeps, and high beam-accelerating potential make this 'scope particularly desirable in observing and measuring steep wavefronts and fast pulses.

**FEATURES**
- Bandwidth—from 5 cycles to 10 megacycles
- 4000-volt accelerating potential
- Sweeps expandable up to the maximum writing rate of the sweep circuits
- Fast sweeps—to 0.1 µsec. per cm.
- Step-controlled attenuation continuously adjustable between steps
- Calibration accurate to 5%
- Sweep delay ranges of 100, 1000, and 10,000 µsec.

Each instrument is contained in a blower-cooled steel case 13½" wide, 15¾" high, and 22" deep. Case and panel are finished in green, with knobs and markings in frosted aluminum.

Prices, complete with tubes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model OA-16</td>
<td>$745.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model OL-23</td>
<td>$890.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices are net F. O. B. Winchester, Massachusetts.

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL TECHNICAL INFORMATION.
Dear Sir:

Your editorial in the June issue stirs up a fundamental question which has plagued designers through all history of our productive resources. I for one have lived with the problem well over 20 years. No magic formula has come my way. However, there are a few thumb rules, which, if applied judiciously, avoid heartaches and save money.

When a design project is organized, the “top brass” must set up some boundary limitations within which the designers are given reasonable freedom. This provides professional stimulus to bring out the designer’s talents.

The boundary limitations are obtained from the answers to three basic questions: (1) What price? (2) How good? and (3) How big?

When arranged graphically these take the form of an equilateral triangle.

Any changes which disturb the proportionality of this triangle should receive rigorous examination before adoption. For example, a change to the original specification may seem attractive for a price reduction. If adopted, the boundary triangle changes from equilateral to scalene.

However, the dream of something for nothing is only for fools to seek. The physical laws of Nature have an uncompromising exigency. Every change must be compensated for.

The scalene triangle clearly indicates an ugly disproportion between size and performance. Whether or not this is wise depends on the ultimate use of the equipment. It would be acceptable on appliances, or certain automatic tools, replacement of which can be made at leisure, without endangering human life. On the other hand, it would be irresponsible dishonesty to accept such a change on aircraft equipment, or any automatic electronic controls used for supervisory application on expensive machinery.

When shall design be frozen? At the very beginning a decision must be made. It is either an equilateral triangle, or a scalene one. After the proportionality-price, size, and performance is decided upon, the first prototype is made. As soon as the prototype passes all performance tests, the design is released “as is”; but only for a pilot run. This brings out the overlooked production considerations.

Meantime designers have become acquainted with the patched up adjustments that were necessary to
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Readers Comment ...

Meet performance test requirements. A variety of suggestions for design changes on final model will have to be carefully appraised. It is at this point that the courage, vision, and ingenuity of the designer gets the supreme test.

The changes to be adopted must be classified according to a preconceived method of appraisal. For example—

**First priority**—Changes necessary to meet performance test requirements.

**Second priority**—Changes desirable to improve appearance, but which do not affect performance or procurement of raw material.

**Third priority**—Changes desirable to improve appearance and performance above test requirements, but affecting procurement of raw material.

**Fourth priority**—Changes desirable only on future production.

The items to be included in the preconceived method of appraisal depend, of course, on the size of the plant, facilities for tooling, distance from suppliers, and kinds of products handled.

These ideas are too broad to offer a magic solution to the pressing problem of when to stop designing. Coupled to experience, they may provide useful orientation to steer away from impractical goals and frustration.

John J. Rivera
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
Clifton, N. J.

Dear Sir:

Your June 1953 issue editorial was of great interest to me. My professional activities have had an unusually wide range in many fields and with wide personal acquaintanceships.

Generally, whenever a condition such as stated exists, the major fault is on the executive level; and usually because the designer, assuming his competency, is forced to make too many compromises because of time, economic, and in some cases executive bull-headedness pressures.

A design is ready for production whenever the executive wants it to be so and is willing to take the chances on its performance in the field. What really happens is that the executive does not wish to take chances although economic pressure forces him to do so to some extent. The designer well knows that future trouble will be assigned to something on his part, even if it resulted from executive judgment error.

Apparently the electronic field is plagued with the same problem as in the mechanical field where the saying originated: “There comes a time to shoot the engineers and start production.”

A. F. Hoesel
Blue Electric Co., Chicago 21, Ill.
This famous trademark has dual significance: Hallmark of quality in hermetic seals, it is also the symbol of HERMETIC's earnest desire to make such units available to industry at prices that make sense.

HERMETIC recognizes the importance of price to industry. Therefore, it makes every effort to keep prices in line...without subordinating its own high quality standards.

To maintain these long recognized standards, every phase of production, every operation, is supervised by specially trained engineers. And, more inspectors, more inspections, more testing equipment are used to check electrical and mechanical characteristics...including the ultimate mass spectrometer test.

It is because of this quality and wide acceptance that HERMETIC now manufactures the largest line of hermetic seals in the world...and has produced more innovations than any other supplier in its field. Little wonder that HERMETIC has received generous endorsements from our country's Services and from industry.

Moreover, the HERMETIC line has grown increasingly. New developments, advanced design and quality standards, which enhance the value of every control on which HERMETIC headers are used, have attracted more and more buyers.

Now is the time for you to check with HERMETIC to find out how these headers can be adapted to your particular products. Send for your FREE copy of HERMETIC's colorful, informative 32-page brochure, the most complete presentation ever offered on hermetic seals.
In photo-electronics
...it's RCA Phototubes for your needs

RCA—pre-eminent in the design and development of phototubes—offers a full line of high-quality phototubes to meet your needs in designing light-actuated devices. This line of phototubes includes a wide selection of gas types (for sound-on-film and relay work)—vacuum types (for high-speed work and precision measurements)—and multiplier types (for applications where extremely high sensitivity is important).

RCA phototubes are available in a variety of spectral responses, physical shapes, and sizes. For help on phototube equipment design problems—write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section 72HR, Harrison, N. J. Or call the RCA Field Office nearest you:

(EAST) Humboldt 5-3900
415 S. 5th St., Harrison, N. J.

(MIDWEST) Whitehall 4-2900
580 E. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill.

(WEST) Madison 9-3671
420 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Visit the RCA Exhibit at the Western Electronic Show and Convention, San Francisco—August 19-20-21

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
HARRISON, N. J.
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